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Abstract: The delivery of chemotactic signaling molecules
via customized biomaterials can effectively guide the
migration of cells to improve the regeneration of damaged
or diseased tissues. Here, we present a novel biohybrid
hydrogel system containing two different sulfated glycos-
aminoglycans (sGAG)/sGAG derivatives, namely either a
mixture of short heparin polymers (Hep-Mal) or structur-
ally defined nona-sulfated tetrahyaluronans (9s-HA4-SH),
to precisely control the release of charged signaling mol-
ecules. The polymer networks are described in terms of
their negative charge, i.e. the anionic sulfate groups on the
saccharides, using two parameters, the integral density of
negative charge and the local charge distribution (clus-
tering) within the network. The modulation of both pa-
rameters was shown to govern the release characteristics of
the chemotactic signaling molecule SDF-1 and allows for
seamless transitions between burst and sustained release
conditions as well as the precise control over the total
amount of delivered protein. The obtained hydrogels with
well-adjusted release profiles effectively promote MSC
migration in vitro and emerge as promising candidates for
new treatment modalities in the context of bone repair and
wound healing.

Keywords: heparin; hydrogels; migration of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSC); release of stromal cell-derived factor 1
(SDF-1); sulfated glycosaminoglycans (GAG); sulfated
oligohyaluronan.

Introduction

Sulfated glycosaminoglycans (sGAG) are essential com-
ponents of the extracellularmatrix (ECM) and are the key to
many signaling processes in tissue development, homeo-
stasis, disease and regeneration (Häcker et al. 2005;
Meneghetti et al. 2015; Raman et al. 2005; Richter et al.
2018). sGAG-protein interactions are well known to be
dominated by electrostatic interactions between the
negatively charged GAG, containing anionic sulfate
groups, and positively charged domains on the protein
surface, although structural parameters such as the spatial
distribution and position of ionized groups and hydro-
phobic interactions contribute as well (Björk and Lindahl
1982; Capila and Linhardt 2002; Garg et al. 2005; Köhling
et al. 2016b; Künze et al. 2016; Panitz et al. 2016; Proudfoot
et al. 2017; Walkowiak et al. 2020). The ability of sGAGs to
interact with proteins in combination with powerful
methodologies to study and engineer these interactions
(Noti and Seeberger 2005; Turnbull 2018) has been a great
inspiration for the field of biomaterials research and is
fundamental to the understanding of signal transduction in
vivo. Therefore, the incorporation of sGAG and their
chemically modified derivatives into biohybrid hydrogel
matrices has offered an important means to mimic
the signaling properties of the ECM (Freudenberg et al.
2016; Hudalla and Murphy 2011) and develop new thera-
peutic approaches (Lohmann et al. 2017; Maitz et al. 2013;
Thönes et al. 2019) as well as advanced tissue and disease
models (Bray et al. 2015; Chwalek et al. 2014; Papadimitriou
et al. 2018; Weber et al. 2017). From a physicochemical
point of view, these sGAG-based polymer networks
closely resemble the situation in native tissues such as
GAG-assemblies or proteoglycans found within the glyco-
calyx of a cell or within the ECM. Here, charge carriers are
not distributed homogenously but rather reside as local
clusters with specific patterns represented by rather long
sulfated polysaccharides, i.e. sGAG such as heparan sul-
fate or the closely related heparin (Richter et al. 2018). The
chemoenzymatic synthesis of precisely defined short oli-
gosaccharides and selective control over their sulfation
represents a sophisticated technological approach to alter
the chain length and charge distribution of sGAG, hence,
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their protein binding properties (Bhattacharya et al. 2020;
Yao et al. 2019). This allows for the detailed investigation of
GAG-protein structure-activity relationships (Gandhi and
Mancera 2008; Noti and Seeberger 2005; Xu et al. 2018) and
on the other hand, can offer promising new options for the
design of GAG-based hydrogel materials. Whereas the
incorporation of native, long polysaccharides into 3D
polymer networks corresponds to the situation within the
ECM and favors ‘specific’ strong local interactions with
spatially matching charge pairs, the usage of shorter GAG
derived sulfated oligosaccharides rather results in more
unspecific electrostatic interactions with charged proteins
(Capila and Linhardt 2002; Garg et al. 2005; Köhling et al.
2019; Sadir et al. 2001; Walkowiak et al. 2020; Ziarek et al.
2013). This allows for a more precise and modular adjust-
ment of charge parameters in 3D within the same material
class as the intrinsic physicochemical properties of the
building blocks are quite similar, being both highly
sulfated carbohydrate units only differing in chain length.

Accordingly, we set out to evaluate what kind of charge
distribution and interaction concept might be more power-
ful in modulating chemokine transport processes in bio-
materials. Concept one describes the local clustering of
charge within a polymer network enabling strong
interactions with charged proteins whereas concept two is
based on a homogeneous charge distribution within a
polymer network and weaker interactions (Figure 1). In this
study, the formation of hydrogels with varying charge den-
sity and distribution is achieved through the incorporation
of either maleimide-functionalized heparin polysaccharides
(Hep-Mal) or thiol functionalized sulfated oligohyaluronans
(9s-HA4-SH) at controlled ratios into polyethylene glycol
(PEG) matrices through a nearly quantitative and cytocom-
patible Michael type addition, a reaction scheme that has
been successfully used for a recently established material
platform of GAG-based biohybrid hydrogels (Atallah et al.
2018; Freudenberg et al. 2012; Limasale et al. 2020; Tsurkan
et al. 2013; Zieris et al. 2014). While the heparin used in this
study is a mixture of natural polysaccharides with an
average of 26 highly sulfated disaccharide repeating units,
9s-HA4-SH is a much shorter tetrasaccharide chemo-
enzymatically derived from hyaluronan with only two
chemically sulfated disaccharide repeating units, although
displaying a slightly higher sulfation degree compared to
heparin (Table 1). For the characterization of ourmaterialwe
applied a recently developed theory-driven design concept
categorizing the distribution of negative charge carriers
(anionic sulfate groups) within these polymer networks
(Freudenberg et al. 2019). Following this quantitative
approach, the sGAG content in the matrix and the sGAG
sulfation pattern can be described by the following two
parameters: (P1) the integral charge density (the number of

anionic sulfate groups per hydrogel volume in [mmol/ml])
and (P2) the charge density on the sGAG component (the
number of sulfate moieties per GAG repeating unit divided
by the molecular weight of the repeating unit [mmol/(g/
mol)]) which were shown to characterize the binding of
strongly charged (basic or acidic) cytokines as well as the
binding of weakly charged cytokines, respectively. In order
to account for the different chain lengths of Hep-Mal and 9s-
HA4-SH in this study, we calculated the effective (i.e. total)
P2 of the sulfated saccharide (P2eff) by multiplying P2 with
the number of repeating units nRU so that:

P2eff = P2∗nRU

P2eff can be seen as an extension of our previous
parametric systemandallows for ameaningful comparison
of sGAG-based matrices containing sulfated saccharides
with varying chain length without neglecting the sulfation
pattern (Table 1). We consider our approach suitable for a
more precise design of sGAG-based biomaterials with
respect to their interaction with signaling molecules, i.e.
their binding and release. In tissue development, homeo-
stasis and disease, sGAG and their ability to reversibly bind
chemokines and morphogens regulate the formation of
signaling concentration gradients in the ECM to direct cell
fate (Bishop et al. 2007; Parish 2006; Yan and Lin 2009; Yu
et al. 2009). Therefore, the control over signaling gradients
through precisely engineered sGAG-based matrices is of
particular interest for both the development of new thera-
peutic approaches as well as more complex and realistic in
vitro tissue and disease models (Kühn et al. 2020; Magno
et al. 2020).

Stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) also termed
CXCL12, a chemokine crucial for immune cell migration,
trafficking of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells and
control of angiogenic processes (Bleul et al. 1996; De Falco
et al. 2004; Hattori et al. 2001; Romagnani et al. 2004),
belongs to the group of strongly positively charged che-
mokines whose interaction with the sGAG matrices is
dependent on P1. The protein is upregulated upon tissue
injury (Ratajczak et al. 2006) and is further known to be a
potent chemoattractant for mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSC) (Fu et al. 2019; Honczarenko et al. 2006; Iannone
et al. 2014; Son et al. 2006; Stich et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2016).
MSCs, who have long been a key target for regenerative
therapies (Pittenger et al. 2019; Rodríguez-Fuentes et al.
2021; Stappenbeck and Miyoshi 2009), are valuable medi-
ators of tissue repair (Pittenger et al. 2019; Sagaradze et al.
2020) and their migration to the site of injury can be critical
for successful regeneration (Kitaori et al. 2009). Conse-
quently, engineering biomaterials that can deliver SDF-1
and guide MSC migration in a controlled and sustained
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manner (through precisely controlled signaling gradients)
may constitute a powerful tool to promote tissue regen-
eration processes including bone repair and wound heal-
ing. To address this challenge, we aimed at developing
sGAG-based matrices with adjustable charge density and
distribution to tune the release of SDF-1 and thus, stimu-
late and control MSC migration.

Results

Synthesis and characterization of the
hydrogels with precisely controlled charge
properties

The biohybrid hydrogels were formed through a Michael
type addition click reaction between end-functionalized
4arm starPEG-thiol (PEG-SH) and end-functionalized 8arm
starPEG-maleimide (PEG-Mal). The same reaction was
harnessed to tether the mono-functionalized bioactive
components into the gel where Hep-Mal was reacted with
arms of the starPEG-SHwhile the 9s-HA4-SHwas reacted to
the arms of the PEG-Mal prior to the formation of the gels.
The integral space charge density (P1) of the system was
controlled through the amount of incorporated sulfated
saccharides allowing for precise adjustment of P1 over a
wide and physiologically relevant range between 0.001
and 0.03 mmol/ml (Figure 2). On the other hand, reducing

Figure 1: Synthesis of starPEG-based hydrogel matrices containing sulfated saccharides (sulfated tetrahyaluronan or polymeric heparin with
an average of 26 repeating units).
(A) The hydrogel network is formed through a click reaction between thiolated 4arm starPEG andmaleimide functionalized 8arm starPEG. The
incorporation of thiol or maleimide mono-functionalized saccharides (9s-HA4-SH or Hep-Mal) allows for precise control over the density of
sulfate groups (negative charge carriers) in the 3Dhydrogel network (P1) and their local distribution (P2eff) which is determinedby the sulfation
pattern and the chain length. (B) The (negative) charge tuning of the hydrogels can be harnessed to modulate the release of in situ loaded
positively charged signaling molecules such as SDF-1 to stimulate healing processes and tissue regeneration.

Table : Chemical characteristics of GAG/GAG derivatives incor-
porated into the biohybrid hydrogel matrices.

Structural features Heparin
(Hep-Mal)

Sulfated
tetrahyaluronan

(s-HA-SH)

MW [g/mol] , ±  

Sulfate groups per
molecule

 

Disaccharide repeating
units

 

P [mmol/(g/mol)] . .
Peff [mmol/(g/mol)]  
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the amount of sulfated saccharide but switching from 9s-
HA4-SH to Hep-Mal (longer chain but similar sulfation
degree) altered the distribution of charge carriers in the
network while keeping P1 constant (Figures 1 and 2). The
molar ratio of the bioactive components (Hep-Mal and 9s-
HA4-SH) to the inert PEG polymer network formers
(PEG-SH and PEG-Mal) was chosen low enough to leave
sufficient arms of the PEGs to ensure proper gelation, i.e.
always keeping similar number of network nots via for-
mation of covalent PEG-PEG bonds. As a result, the phys-
ical hydrogel properties – storage modulus (∼2 kPa), mesh
size (∼12 nm) and hydrogel swelling (volumetric swelling
ratio between 1 and 1.3) – are not affected by changes in the
composition, i.e. the biochemical properties and thus the
charging of the hydrogels can be tuned independently from
the physical network properties (Figure 2). The mesh size
was estimated from the storage modulus following the
rubber elasticity theory (Rubinstein and Colby 2003) and
12 nm should allow for comparable diffusion of SDF-1
(hydrodynamic radius ∼5 nm) (Crump et al. 1997) between
the different gel types.

Modulation of the SDF-1 release through the
density of negative charges (P1) and their
distribution in the hydrogel network (P2eff)

Next, the release of SDF-1, which was pre-loaded to the
gels, was analyzed to study the effect of charge clustering

and charge density on the release characteristics for the

different hydrogel types. Therefore, SDF-1 (20 ng/μl gel)
was added to the gel precursors prior to gelation and after

successful network formation the released amount of pro-

tein was measured by ELISA in the supernatant which was

completely exchanged every 24 h over a time period of

seven days (Figure 3). Due to the incorporation of SDF-1

directly upon gel formation the loading efficiency of the

system is considered to be 100%. The 9s-HA4-SH gels with

P1 values of 0.28 mmol/ml (9s-HA4-SH-0.03) and

0.0093mmol/ml (9s-HA4-SH-0.01) showa sustained linear

release of about 30 and 65% of their loading within seven

days, respectively (R2 = 0.9977 and 0.9873). Furthermore,

almost no burst release (<2%) was observed for the

Figure 2: Biochemical and biophysical properties of the hydrogels.
(A) The integral space charge density (P1) of the hydrogels after equilibrium swelling. The hydrogel swelling (B), the mechanical properties
(C) and the mesh size (D) remain unaffected by the modulation of the hydrogel composition. (E) Definition of the mesh size ζ as the distance
between two crosslinks. Data shown as mean ± SD, ****p ≤ 0.0001.
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9s-HA4-SH-0.03 gels. In contrast, the gels with the lowest
P1 of 0.00088 mmol/ml (9s-HA4-SH-0.001) present a
strong burst-like characteristic and release 100% of their
cargo already within four days. Over a prolonged time
period a similar efficiency can be expected from the 9s-
HA4-SH-0.03 and 9s-HA4-SH-0.01 gels following the linear
trend of the kinetics. To further verify that the observed
release kinetics can be attributed to the charge tuning the
release was also analyzed for uncharged hydrogels con-
taining either unsulfated oligohyaluronan (HA4-SH-0.0) or
pure PEG gels containing no saccharide at all (PEG-0.0)
and both gels release more than 50% in a 24-h burst.
Overall, less than 100% release of SDF-1 is observed from
the uncharged gels which indicates a stabilizing effect
through complexation of SDF-1 with the sulfated saccha-
rides where 100% of the loaded SDF-1 was released and
detected (9s-HA4-SH-0.001 gels). Plotting the release of
SDF-1 from the different 9s-HA4-SH hydrogels over the P1
of their networks revealed an exponential relationship
where the release decays as the charge density (P1) in-
creases (Figure 3). Due to this strong correlation, we
conclude that the release of SDF-1 can be modulated
through control over the P1 characteristic of the network.
Using heparin instead of sulfated tetrahyaluronan a more

clustered presentation of charges in the gel network is
achieved while keeping P1 comparable. The charge clus-
tering has a dramatic effect on the release of SDF-1 as most
release takes place within the early time points for the Hep-
Mal-0.01 gels as compared to a linear release of the 9s-
HA4-SH-0.01 gels. Furthermore, a large portion of SDF-1
(∼65% after seven days) is retained much longer within
the Hep-Mal-0.01 hydrogels and the total released pro-
tein after seven days is significantly lower (Figure 3).
This demonstrates that the diffusion of SDF-1 and
potentially also other strongly charged proteins in
GAG-based matrices is not only governed by P1. Instead,
the distribution of charge carriers and local clustering
might be a valuable parameter to consider when engi-
neering GAG-based biomaterials and other charged
hydrogel matrices for the release of signaling molecules.

Control over MSC migration through SDF-1
release from the hydrogels

In order to assess the cell guiding properties of the bio-
hybrid hydrogels, MSC migration was measured in a
transwell setup. For this purpose, 9s-HA4-SH-0.001 and 9s-

Figure 3: Tunable SDF-1 release from the hydrogels with different charge characteristics.
(A) Schematic representation of the two parameters P1 and P2eff that govern the release of SDF-1 from GAG-based hydrogels with different
charge density and distribution. (B) Experimentally determined cumulative protein release fromhydrogels loadedwith SDF-1. (C) SDF-1 release
as a function of P1 for 9s-HA4-SH gels and the least squares best fits of the data using an exponential decay model. (D) Effect of P2eff on the
release of SDF-1. Data is shown as mean ± SD, **p ≤ 0.005.
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HA4-SH-0.01 hydrogels were chosen as they represent the
most effective release system and display very distinct
profiles, i.e. burst vs. sustained release. The SDF-1 loaded
hydrogels were incubated with cell culture medium over a
period of six days (medium exchange every second day)
and the chemotactic effect of the supernatant collected at
the different time points was quantified (Figure 4). The
SDF-1 concentration required to stimulate MSC migration
was previously determined (data not shown). A higher
loading of the 9s-HA4-SH-0.01 hydrogels (65 ng/μl gel)
compared to 9s-HA4-SH-0.001 hydrogels (18 ng/μl gel) was
chosen to yield a comparable total release of SDF-1 for both
gel types within the first two days based on the release
profiles determined by ELISA. Overall, the different release
characteristics of the two gel types are well reflected in the
migratory behavior ofMSCs. In response to the supernatant
collected after the first two days the migration is compa-
rable between both gel types and a similar level is main-
tained by the 9s-HA4-SH-0.01 gels also for the later time
points as they continue to release SDF-1 at a similar rate. In
contrast, the SDF-1 concentration in the supernatant
collected from 9s-HA4-SH-0.001 gels at day four and six is
not further sufficient to induce a significant cell response
since the hydrogels have released most of their cargo
already at day two. These results clearly show that the
modulation of release profiles (burst vs. sustained release)
by means of P1 can be directly translated to the cellular
level in order to fine-tune the cell-instructive properties of
the system.

Discussion

We have developed a sGAG-based hydrogel system that
allows for a flexible adjustment of the density and distri-
bution of negative charge within the polymer network. Our
approach bridges, for the first time, two very different
concepts of charge distribution (clustered vs. homoge-
neous) in these polymer networks with fundamental im-
pacts for the binding and release of charged proteins. In
native tissue, i.e. within the ECM or the glycocalyx of cells,
sGAG act as critical mediators of many signaling processes
and due to their anionic sulfate groups, introduce strong
clusters of negative charge that constitute the dominating
driving force for the interaction with charged signaling
molecules. This aspect (concept one) is captured by
ECM-mimicking biomaterials through the incorporation of
sulfated polysaccharides that are sufficiently long to allow
for strong electrostatic complexation of proteins, i.e. native
or chemicallymodified sGAG such as heparan sulfate or, in
our case, its related form heparin (Hep-Mal). Opposed to

the situation in native tissue, the second scenario (concept
two) provides a much more homogenous charge distribu-
tion in the polymer matrix which we achieved by inte-
grating chemoenzymatically synthesized short sulfated
oligosaccharides, namely sulfated tetrahyaluronan (9s-
HA4-SH). Both gel variants can be describedwith respect to
their integral space charge density P1, following our pre-
viously established quantitative approach for the rational
design of such materials (Freudenberg et al. 2019), and the
effect of charge clustering can be expressed as the newly
defined parameter P2eff (Figure 1). Thanks to the modular
nature of the Michael type addition the concentration of
thiol- or maleimide functionalized sulfated saccharides
within the PEG matrices is easily adjusted to yield a wide
range of charge densities P1. Furthermore, it allows for
seamless switching between the two concepts of charge
distribution, i.e. clustered and homogeneous, by simply
exchanging the sulfated carbohydrates, i.e. heparin and
sulfated tetrahyaluronan, respectively. In agreement with
our previous study on protein binding (Freudenberg et al.
2019) we were able to interpret our release data in terms of
P1 and show a strong relationship between P1 and the
release of SDF-1 using 9s-HA4-SH gels (concept two).
The charge tuning of the matrices did not affect their
biophysical properties (mesh size and storage modulus)
rendering them a very flexible material platform since the
decoupled properties can be customized and adjusted
independently to fit specific applications. With up to

Figure 4: Analysis of the cell guiding properties of the biohybrid
hydrogels.
Transwell MSC migration in response to SDF-1 released from
hydrogels containing sulfated tetrahyaluronan. The hydrogel
loading was adjusted to yield the same level of SDF-1 release within
the first two days and release medium was exchanged in two-day
intervals. Values are normalized to the negative control containing
no SDF-1. Data shown as mean ± SD, Statistical comparison to the
negative control (dashed line), **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001.
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100% release the system proofs extremely effective and
the sustained linear kinetics of the 9s-HA4-SH-0.01 and
9s-HA4-SH-0.03 gels allow for precise predictions greatly
improving its robustness and technical manageability.

This is all the more important since the modulation of
protein release can be directly translated into cell-
instructive signaling as demonstrated by the MSC migra-
tion experiments, with exact control over the duration and
intensity of the signal. Furthermore, the migration assay
demonstrates the feasibility of the approach to promote
MSC migration through SDF-1 release and renders the
material a promising candidate for new treatment modal-
ities to support endogenous tissue regeneration. Further-
more, since SDF-1was also shown tomediate the homing of
transplanted MSCs (Vanden Berg-Foels 2014) our material
could represent an interesting option for improving the
outcome of stem cell-based therapies. Regarding a broader
applicability of our material, a similar release behavior of
other important signaling molecules that are strongly
charged such as VEGF-A, IFNγ, bNGF or IL-8 can be ex-
pected since consistent trendswere observed regarding the
binding to sGAG-based matrices (Freudenberg et al. 2019).
Although the comparison of binding and release charac-
teristics executed in this study for one single protein cap-
tures only a part of the picture, the consistent trends point
towards a broader validity of the developed approach to
modulate protein interactions with negatively charged
hydrogel matrices.

The distribution of charge carriers within the network
was controlled through P2eff as an expression of the sul-
fate group density on the saccharide (P2) and the length of
the carbohydrate. Keeping P1 constant and comparing
gels with locally accumulated charge carriers (Hep-Mal
gels – concept one) and gels with a more homogeneous
presentation (9s-HA4-SH gels – concept two) demon-
strates the importance of charge distribution in the
network. Charge clustering in the case of heparin results
in overall slower release of SDF-1 and longer retention
within the gel which was to be expected from comparable
gel systems showing similar release kinetics as well as
faster and higher release of SDF-1 upon degradation of the
material (Prokoph et al. 2012; Spiller et al. 2019). The
observed effects of charge clustering on SDF-1 release
further coincide with the binding strength of SDF-1 for the
sulfated saccharides. Besides structural parameters such
as the position of the sulfate groups on the saccharide, the
interaction strength of SDF-1 and other regulatory pro-
teins was shown to be determined by the number of
sulfate groups (P2) and the length of the carbohydrate,
hence P2eff, resulting in significantly stronger binding for
longer sulfated carbohydrates (Köhling et al. 2019; Sadir

et al. 2001). The ability to chemically define P2 and the
position of the sulfate groups independent of the length of
the sulfated saccharide (Köhling et al. 2019; Zieris et al.
2014) emphasizes the potential of our system to control
and fine-tune the release profiles of charged proteins.
Although specific interactions and entropic effects such
as the formation of higher order structures should not be
neglected for sGAG-protein interaction (Capila and Lin-
hardt 2002; Garg et al. 2005; Köhling et al. 2016b; Künze
et al. 2016; Proudfoot et al. 2017; Walkowiak et al. 2020)
the observed trends underline the major role of electro-
static interactions and support the validity/robustness of
our charge-oriented approach as well as the relevance of
P2eff as a measure of charge clustering. However,
regarding the design of sulfated saccharides for hydrogel
materials, a persisting question concerns the transition
between the two regimes of P2eff at which the interaction
of sulfated saccharides with a protein is either strong and
involves specific binding sites on the protein (concept
one) or rather weak and non-specific (concept two). Here,
thermodynamic analysis and molecular modelling of
GAG-protein interactions represent powerful tools to
determine the physicochemical properties of a given
saccharide (chain length, P2 and sulfate group position)
that allow for proper binding of specific proteins and thus,
to distinguish the two cases (Köhling et al. 2019; Sadir
et al. 2001;Walkowiak et al. 2020). Such analysis for SDF-1
clearly shows that heparin falls in the first category of
strong ‘specific’ binding if a critical threshold of 12–14
monosaccharide units is reached (Sadir et al. 2001). Even
though the sulfate group density (P2) of the tetrahyalur-
onan is slightly higher compared to heparin, themolecule
exhibits only half the number of monosaccharide units
required for strong binding to heparin and therefore, is
likely to belong to the second category. This is reflected
in the affinity constants found in the literature deter-
mined by fluorescence polarization assays (Köhling et al.
2019; Ziarek et al. 2013) measuring a 100-fold lower KD

value for SDF-1 binding to heparin compared to sulfated
tetrahyaluronan, although it has to be pointed out that
the two carbohydrates have not been directly compared
in the same study. Altogether, our results clearly
demonstrate that the density as well as the distribution
of charge carriers within sGAG-based matrices can be
utilized to control the release of strongly charged
proteins.

Concept two, a homogeneous charge distribution that
introduces more uniform non-specific electrostatic in-
teractions, promotes sustained release of charged proteins
such as SDF-1with an excellent degree of control and 100%
effectiveness. This points to the importance of both
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parameters, P1 and P2eff, for the superior release kinetics
that have been observed. As such, reducing clustered
charges going hand in hand with a more homogenous
charge distribution within the polymer network weakens
the possibilities for local ‘snap in’-formations of strong ion
pairs. This may lead to a seamless transition between
global (P1) and local (P2eff) related effects. This finding will
help to more quantitatively describe the interplay of both
parameters allowing for an even more precise tuning of
protein-network interactions.

The obtained results are promising from a therapeutic
point of view and for the engineering of signaling gradients
in artificial tissue constructs. Precise and gradual modu-
lation of protein supply and transport in engineered
matrices becomes increasingly important for the develop-
ment of more sophisticated and multifunctional material
systems that better account for the structural and func-
tional complexity of living tissue and provide the intricate
cues for successful development in vitro (Kühn et al. 2020;
Magno et al. 2020). However, tissue engineering and
regenerativemedicine not only requires release systems for
soluble mediators but also a supportive scaffold for cells.
Considering the fact that sGAG determine the presentation
and thus the function of proteins through site-specific
binding (Häcker et al. 2005; Handel et al. 2005; Meneghetti
et al. 2015; Panitz et al. 2016; Proudfoot et al. 2017; Raman
et al. 2005), local strong interactions with proteins, closely
mimicking the situation in the native ECM as in concept one
(Hep-Mal gels), are crucial for a successful matrix design
(Freudenberg et al. 2016). Accordingly, several tissue and
disease models have been developed using comparable
heparin-based hydrogels (Bray et al. 2015; Chwalek et al.
2014; Tsurkan et al. 2013; Weber et al. 2017).

In conclusion, concept one and concept two can be
considered complementary approaches in the design of
cell-instructive materials for tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine and switching from one regime to
the other within the same material class by means of P2eff
underlines the versatility of our approach. In order to fully
establish P2eff as an expansion of our design concept and
proof a more general applicability, future studies should
systematically investigate the matrix-protein interactions
in terms of P1, P2 and P2eff for a broader range of proteins
and additional matrix systems. In particular, fully syn-
thetic sGAG analogs based on sulfonated polymers have
started to emerge as valuable alternatives to native sGAG/
sGAG derivatives (Paluck et al. 2016). In synergy with a
charge-based material design that is able to account for
their structural diversity these sGAG mimetic polymers are

envisioned to provide unprecedented options for the
matrix-mediated control over transport and presentation of
signaling molecules.

Materials and methods

Synthesis of maleimide functionalized heparin

Maleimide functionalized heparinwas synthesized in-house following
a previously established protocol (Tsurkan et al. 2013)where themolar
ratio to heparin was reduced to achieve mono functionalization.
Briefly, in an ice bath 100 mg of the heparin (Merck, Germany) were
dissolved in 540 µl ultrapure water followed by the addition of 40 µl of
144 mg/ml 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC)
and 80 µl of 41 mg/ml N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (s-NHS) (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 20 min before
adding 40 µl of 95 mg/ml of N-(2-aminoethyl) maleimide. The mixture
was allowed to react overnight with continuous stirring at room
temperature. Finally, the reaction mixture was dialyzed (molecular
weight cutoff MWCO = 8 kDa) against 1 M NaCl for one day and then
against deionized water for another day, concentrated, and
lyophilized.

Synthesis of thiol functionalized oligohyaluronans

Sulfated glycosyl thiol (9s-HA4-SH) was synthesized in a six-step
synthesis starting from tetrahyaluronan-1-thiobenzoate (HA4-SBz) as
previously described (Köhling et al. 2016a,b, 2019). In short, after
saponification of the tetrahyaluronan-1-thiobenzoate, the in situ
generated glycosyl thiolate was alkylated with 2-[2-[2-[(triphe-
nylmethyl)-thio]-ethoxy-ethoxy]-ethyl]-bromide to give a hyaluronan-
tetrasaccharide HA4-S-PEG-STrt, that was conjugated with an S-trityl-
protected polyethylene linker. After acidic deprotection of the S-trityl
group the resulting free thiol was oxidized to the dimeric disulfide
(HA4-S-PEG-S-)2 under basic conditions (0.1 M NaOH) under constant
air bubbling. Sulfation of the free hydroxyl groups using SO3·pyridin-
complex in DMF and purification over dialysis (MWCO = 1 kDa) gave
the bivalent octadeca-sulfo-disulfide (9s-HA4-S-PEG-S-)2. The disul-
fide was treated with an access of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
(TCEP) in degassed water to release the free thiol functionalized
tetrahyaluronan (9s-HA4-SH) in 26% yield over all steps.

The unsulfated tetrahyaluronan-1-thiol (HA4-SH) was synthe-
sized from the hyaluronan tetrasaccharide conjugated with an
S-trityl-protected polyethylene linker HA4-S-PEG-STrt. After acidic
deprotection of the S-trityl group to the free thiol, the product
HA4-SH was purified over HPLC (H2O/AcCN) 95:5 within 20 min to
70:30) and isolated in 72% yield.

Hydrogel synthesis and characterization

Hydrogel formation was achieved by dissolving the maleimide end-
functionalized 8arm starPEG (JenKem, USA, 20,000 g/mol) and the
thiol end-functionalized 4arm starPEG (JenKem 10,000 g/mol) in sterile
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PBS at amolar ratio of 1:1 (solid content = 3% (w/v)). To incorporate the
sulfated saccharides into the hydrogels, 9s-HA4-SH was added to the
8arm starPEG-Mal solution whereas Hep-Mal was added to the 4arm
starPEG-SH solution. The ratio of sulfated saccharide to the respective
PEG was chosen to yield the final P1 values of the hydrogels.

Storage moduli of the free-standing hydrogel materials were
determined by rotational rheometry. Mechanical properties of hydrogel
discs were measured with 25 mmparallel plate geometry in an Ares LN2
(TA Instruments, Germany). The frequency sweeps were carried out at a
shear frequency range from 10−1 rad s−1 to 102 rad s−1 with strain
amplitude of 2%. Mean values of the storage modulus were calculated.
Experimentswere performed in triplicate. Thegel volumetric swelling of
the swollen hydrogel disks was determined by the following equation:

Q = ( d
d0
)

3

where d0 is the initial diameter of the unswollen gel disk and d is the
final diameter of the gel disk swollen for 24 h in PBS. The hydrogel
mesh size ζ was estimated from the storage modulus G′ of the hydro-
gels based on the rubber elasticity theory (Rubinstein and Colby 2003)
using the following equation:

ζ = (G′NA

RT
)

−1
3

whereNA is theAvogadro constant,R is themolar gas constant andT is
the temperature.

Characterization of the charge density and distribution
in terms of P1, P2 and P2eff

The concentration of sulfate groups in the hydrogels after equilibrium
swelling P1 was calculated as follows:

P1 = nsulfatetotal∗cSaccharide
Q

where nsulfatetotal is the total number of sulfate groups per saccharide
molecule, csaccharide is the saccharide concentration in the unswollen
gels and Q is the volumetric swelling factor.

The density of sulfate groups on the individual saccharide mol-
ecules P2 and P2eff were determined using the following equation:

P2 = nsulfateRU

MWRU

and:

P2eff = P2∗nRU

where nsulfateRU is the number of sulfate groups per disaccharide
repeating unit,MWRU is themolecularweight of the repeating unit and
nRU is the number of repeating units per saccharide molecule.

Quantification of SDF-1 release from the hydrogels

For the release studies SDF-1 (PeproTech, USA) was added to the
precursor solutions (containing the GAG component) prior to gelation
and 10 µl gels containing 20 ng/μl SDF-1 were casted at the bottom of a
0.5 ml reaction tube. The gels were incubated at RT with 400 µl PBS
and the supernatant was collected and replaced every 24 h. Collected

supernatant was stored at −80 °C for subsequent ELISA (R&D systems,
USA) to determine the SDF-1 release.

Isolation of primary MSCs

Human primary bone marrow MSCs were isolated from bone marrow
aspirates of healthy male donors aged between 20 and 30 years after
obtaining informed consent. Primary MSCs were expanded and
characterized as described previously (Oswald et al. 2004). Cells were
maintained in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in low-glucose
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco, USA) supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and penicillin/
streptomycin (1000 Units/ml each, Gibco). Medium was changed
every two to three days and cells were expanded until passage three.

Cell migration assay

For cell migration studies 9s-HA4-SH-0.01 and 9s-HA4-SH-0.001
hydrogelswere loadedwith SDF-1 (65 and 18 ng/μl gel, respectively) so
that both gel types release a comparable amount of SDF-1 within the
first two days based on the release experiments. The SDF-1 loaded
hydrogels were incubated with complete medium (DMEM, Gibco
containing 10% FBS) at RT, the supernatant was collected every sec-
ond day and stored at −80 °C for the migration experiments. The
migratory response of MSCs was compared to complete medium
containing 150 ng/ml SDF-1 and complete medium without SDF-1
according to a previously used protocol (Aliperta et al. 2017). In short,
1 × 105 bone marrow derived MSCs were seeded in transwell inserts
(Sarstedt, Germany, TC inserts, 8 µm pore size), the inserts were added
to a 24-well plate containing the SDF-1 samples and incubated in
normoxic incubator for 20 h at 37 °C. Subsequently, the cells from the
top side of the membrane insert were removed and migrated cells on
the bottom side of the membrane were fixed with 4% formaldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich), stained with 1% crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich) and
then visualized using a Zeiss Axiovert 40 CFL microscope equipped
with an AxioCam HR camera (both Zeiss, Germany).

Statistical analysis

All statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism 7
(GraphPad Software Inc.). All values are reported as
mean ± standard deviation for at least three-independent
samples. Where indicated statistical analysis was per-
formed using a two-tailed t-test or one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test with
a 95% confidence interval.
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